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Booth Name

Atlantic Spirits & Wines

Sku

Booklet Description

19941 Glen Scotia Double Cask

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

$65.99

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$65.99

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

Origin

Scotland

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Tasting Notes

Fruity & Spicy
Nose: Crème caramel, vanilla fudge, fruit cake, rum and raisin
ice cream. Palate: Sweet start, rich spicy fruit, sea spray and
vanilla. Rich and spicy. Finish: Deep warming dry finish.

Atlantic Spirits & Wines

19940 Glen Scotia 15 YO

$89.98

$89.98

750

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Atlantic Spirits & Wines

19942 Glen Scotia Victoriana

$99.99

$99.99

750

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Atlantic Spirits & Wines

Atlantic Spirits & Wines

Atlantic Spirits & Wines

The Beverage Baron

The Beverage Baron

19945 Loch Lomond Original

19943 Loch Lomond 12 YO

19944 Loch Lomond 18 YO

20022 Wayne Gretzky No. 99 Canadian Cream

18941 Wayne Gretzky No. 99 Red Cask

$52.97

$52.97

$64.69

$64.69

$108.69

$108.69

$34.99

$39.98

$34.99

10

$39.98
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750

700

700

750

750

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Scotland

Scotland

Scotland

Canada

Canada

Single Malt

Single Malt

Single Malt

Liqueur

Rich & Rounded

Rich & Rounded

Rich & Rounded

Nose: Dried fruit with citrus peel, fresh sea spray. Palate: Soft
and rounded. Spicy aromatic fruit and vanilla oak. Finish: Malty,
dry.
Nose: Caramelised sugars - Crème brulee and molasses, dark
red fruits - cherry and cranberry, light wood smoke. Palate: Full
bodied. Sweet – demerara sugar & treacle, spicy - clove and
allspice, ripe red fruits. Balanced oak, exotic fruit and spice.
Finish: Firm, dry.

Nose: First impressions of dark, warm leather that then builds
into a more Highland heathery character. These darker notes
gradually give way to a sweeter, malty presence. All of this
aromatic richness concludes with lighter and more subtle wood
notes just becoming evident at the close. Palate: A pronounced
burst of malt on the tongue with appetizing sweet cereal notes
building over time to give an almost creamy texture to the
palate. Mid palate there is a pronounced nuttiness, the texture
and flavour of Brazil nuts. Finally a slightly astringent citrus note
appears fleetingly in the background. Finish: The citrus of the
palate subsides and the finish becomes more conventionally
sweet. Hints of dark molasses develop into a darker sweeter
conclusion with faint hints of citrus peel offsetting the general
rich and sweet notes.
Nose: Crisp green apple, ripe pear and refreshing citrus lemon
with background. Palate: Orchard fruits and lemon meringue.
The deep fruity character of pear lead into citrus lemon, vanilla
meringue and light biscuit sweetness. Finish: Medium length
with gentle wood smoke and a lingering peaty tang.
Nose: Green apple and grapefruit aromas fuse before the sweet
character of honeysuckle and mature oak comes through.
Palate: Full bodied and rounded. Elegant wood notes of toasted
oak and cigar box become green fruits with apple and
gooseberry. Finish: Long finish with dried tea and tobacco leaf
in balance with soft medicinal peatiness and wood smoke.
Made using Wayne Gretzky's No. 99 Red Cask Whisky as the
base then blended with fresh Ontario cream. The result is a
creamy tan colour with luxurious aromas and flavours of cream,
almond, biscuits and nutmeg. The palate offers velvety smooth
texture with rich, sweet, creamy flavours and a lasting finish.
A remarkable blend produced from locally sourced grains and
finished in red wine casks from the winery which impart a pale
amber colour. Expect a smooth and refined flavour profile that
includes notes of marzipan, light citrus, vanilla, oak and spice;
the finish is long, warming and balanced.
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Booth Name

The Beverage Baron

The Beverage Baron

Sku

Booklet Description

20023 Wayne Gretzky No. 99 Ice Cask

20013 Bushmills Red Bush

Final Retail
Price

$59.99

$36.99

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$59.99

$36.99

ML
Size

750

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

NEW

Origin

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

This polished spirit is made from locally sourced grains and
rested in Icewine casks; filled with strong stone fruit character,
rich oak and subtle chocolate and sweet spice notes. Resonating
flavours support a smooth, round palate with light bitterness for
balance, leading to a velvety finish infused with caramel and
spice.

Canada

Produced by the oldest working distillery in Ireland; Bushmills
Red Bush is triple distilled and aged in bourbon casks. 4-year-old
blend of 70% grain and 30% malt whiskies that have been fully
matured in 1st fill bourbon barrels. Maturing the whiskey
exclusively in first fill bourbon barrels creates an extremely
smooth spirit that will resonate with frequent bourbon fans and
first time Irish whiskey drinkers.

Ireland

The Beverage Baron

3004

Bushmills Black Bush

$39.13

$39.13

750

Ireland

The Beverage Baron

2767

Bushmills Single Malt 10 YO

$48.93

$48.93

750

Ireland

Diageo

19253 Crown Royal Bourbon Mash

$39.98

$39.98

750

Canada

Bushmills® Black Bush Irish Whiskey combines a high amount of
malt whiskey matured in former Oloroso Sherry casks with a
sweet, batch-distilled grain whiskey. This unique recipe means
Black Bush has rich, fruity notes and a deep intense character,
balanced by an incredible smoothness. The name Black Bush
was originally how locals in the Bushmills village affectionately
referred to the special sherry-matured whiskey bottled with
black labels.
Bushmills Single Malt Whiskey 10 YO is triple distilled from
100% malted barley and matured for at least 10 years in
bourbon season barrels which give it its honey, vanilla and milk
chocolate aroma.
This special blend showcases the warm vanilla and subtle oaky
notes of our bourbon mash whiskies - among the most
flavourful and complex of the five unique whiskies that
comprise Crown Royal's extraordinary signature blend. Aged in a
combination of new charred American oak and ex-bourbon
barrels, the result is richly-layered, perfectly balanced whisky
that has the complexity of a bourbon, with the signature
smoothness of Crown Royal.

Diageo

19937 White Walker by Johnnie Walker - Game Of Thrones

$57.02

$57.02

750

Diageo

17846 Johnnie Walker Green Label 15 YO

$82.99

$82.99

750

Scotland

Diageo

13248 Cardhu 12 YO

$79.98

$79.98

750

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Diageo

2013

$88.00

$88.00

750

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Dalwhinnie 15 YO

NEW

Tasting Notes

Scotland

Inside the slender stark white bottle is the latest addition to the
Johnnie Walker family – Johnnie Walker White Walker. Triple
chill filtered for ice-purity, White Walker has been crafted to be
served ice cold, ideally from the freezer, to smooth out the oak
and spicy notes while enhancing the toffee, vanilla and honey
flavours in this unique, limited edition blend.
Johnnie Walker Green Label is a rich blend using only malts,
drawn from the four corners of Scotland (Talisker from Skye;
Speysiders Linkwood and Cragganmore; and Caol Ila from Islay)
– the naturally vibrant flavours provide unparalleled depth,
substance and intensity.
The Cardhu Distillery is high on the hills on the north side of
Spey Valley, it is also the home of Johnnie Walker. Cardhu is
highly approachable; smooth, mellow, and uncomplicated and
has good body and length. Spirity nose with sweet apple
blossom and heathery aromas. Well-balanced palate with a
warming, dryish finish.

A crisp, dry aromatic nose, then smooth flavours of heather,
honey-sweetness, malt and citrus-fruits leads to a lingering,
sweet finish and finally more smoke, peat and malt.
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Booth Name

Diageo

Sku

Booklet Description

17834 Caol Ila 12 YO

Final Retail
Price

$89.98

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$89.98

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Diageo

14357 Talisker Storm

$99.99

$99.99

750

Diageo

19831 Oban Distillers Edition

$138.99

$138.99

750

Charton Hobbs

16761 Caribou Crossing Single Barrel

$94.99

$94.99

750

Back by Popular
Canada
Demand

Charton Hobbs

18859 Buffalo Trace Bourbon Cream

$34.99

$34.99

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

NEW

Scotland

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

11935 Buffalo Trace

$43.98

$43.98

750

United States

Bourbon

Charton Hobbs

17939 1792 Small Batch

$52.97

$52.97

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Bourbon

United States

Bourbon

11934 Eagle Rare

$57.99

$57.99

750

Caol Ila 12 YO Single Malt Scotch Whisky is the colour of pale
straw, with a delicate balance of tastes. Drinks well at natural
strength; sweet start; pleasant, light fragrant smokiness and a
lengthy finish.
One of the smokiest whiskies to come from the Isle of Skye, this
Single Malt is spicy and has mellow smoke and a honeyed sweet
maltiness with an explosion of pepper on the nose. The palate is
at first sweetly mellow and rich followed quickly by a spicy heat,
like a gathering storm. The flavour is elegantly drawn out with a
balance of sweetness, smoke and salt. The finish is clean and
warming, with a lasting aftertaste.
Amber colour; aromas of soft peat, dried citrus peel, spice and
candied orange; rich caramelized flavours with spicy, citrus,
smoky notes.

The flavors are straightforward — primarily vanilla, with some
crème brulee, toasted marshmallow, tangerine, peaches &
cream, and gentle rye spice—but they are clean and wellbalanced. A delicious, lighter-style whisky.
Bourbon Cream is handcrafted using Buffalo Trace Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, making it a perfect marriage of rich delicious
cream and smooth Kentucky bourbon. The smooth taste of
Buffalo Trace Bourbon compliments the rich, sweet and creamy
vanilla flavor.

Liqueur

Charton Hobbs

Charton Hobbs

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Tasting Notes

This deep amber whiskey has a complex aroma of vanilla, mint
and molasses. Pleasantly sweet to the taste with notes of brown
sugar and spice that give way to oak, toffee, dark fruit and
anise. This whiskey finishes long and smooth with serious depth.

Sophisticated and complex, 1792 Bourbon has an expressive
and elegant flavour profile. Unmistakable spice mingles with
sweet caramel and vanilla to create a bourbon that is
incomparably brash and bold, yet smooth and balanced.

The nose is complex, with aromas of toffee, hints of orange
peel, herbs, honey, leather and oak. The taste is bold, dry and
delicate with notes of candied almonds and very rich cocoa. The
finish is dry and lingering.

Charton Hobbs

Charton Hobbs

11963 Blanton's The Original

11932 Ardbeg 10 YO

$69.99

$96.72

$69.99

$96.72
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750

750

United States

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

A deep, satisfying nose of nutmeg and spices. Powerful dry
vanilla notes in harmony with hints of honey amid strong
caramel and corn. A medium finish composed of returning corn
and nutmeg flavors.

Bourbon

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Peat infused with zesty lemon and lime, dark chocolate,
menthol, pepper and tarry aromas. A peat and spiced fruit
explosion – bananas and currants, pepper and cinnamon spiced toffee and smoke. Long and smoky finish.
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Booth Name

Charton Hobbs

Charton Hobbs

Sku

Booklet Description

18696 Ardbeg An Oa

14310 Ardbeg Uigeadail

Final Retail
Price

$115.83

$151.56

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$115.83

$151.56

ML
Size

750

700

Charton Hobbs

15460 Ardbeg Corryvreckan

$166.71

$166.71

750

Charton Hobbs

19889 Ardbeg Grooves General Release

$173.26

$173.26

750

Charton Hobbs

Charton Hobbs

Charton Hobbs

Charton Hobbs

19890 Ardbeg Grooves Committee Release

19891 Glenmorangie Spios

14308 Glenmorangie 18 YO

14309 Glenmorangie Signet

$174.44

$156.47

$176.28

$291.60

$174.44

$156.47

$176.28

$291.60
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750

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

NEW

NEW

NEW

Scotland

Scotland

Scotland

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Single Malt

Single Malt

Single Malt

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Fruity & Spicy

Rich & Rounded

Rich & Rounded

Tasting Notes

Rounded and smoky - like burning Applewood - with creamy
toffee, aniseed, treacle and date aromas. A smooth, creamy
texture leads into a huge syrupy sweetness, flavours of milk
chocolate, treacle toffee, aniseed, orange and smoky tea leaves.
Lingering and seductive finish, with flavours of aniseed, hickory
and distant subtle smoke.
At full strength, the initial aroma is a beguiling mix of warm
Christmas cake, walnut oil and parma violets fused with fresh
ocean spice, cedar and pine needles falling from the Christmas
tree. Full flavoured and rich with a deep mouth-coating texture,
the taste is an intriguing balance between sweet, spicy and deep
smoky flavours. Amazingly long and chewy with lingering raisiny,
deep mocha tones and rich aromatic smoke into the perfectly
integrated finish.
A collision of waxy dark chocolate, warm blackcurrant, plump
cherry and earthy pine needle aromas. A mouthful of black tarry
espresso coffee coats the palate with rich melted dark fruits
(blackcurrant, blueberry and cherry) and bitter almond. Long
and powerful into the finish with black tarry coffee, chocolate
coated cherry and hot pepper sauce
This 2018 Ardbeg Day Limited Edition is bottled at 46% ABV.
Intense aromas of smoked cinnamon, paprika and antique
leather with classic Ardbeg scents of pine resin, tar and briny
sea spray in the background. A powerfully salty mouthfeel drifts
into sweet vibes of treacle toffee, vanilla popcorn, salted fruits
with soot and tar. Finishing with smoked paprika and a mellow
sweetness
This 2018 Ardbeg Day Limited Edition is bottled at 51.6% ABV
and was initially available to Ardbeg Committee members only.
Intense aromas of smoked cinnamon, paprika and antique
leather with classic Ardbeg scents of pine resin, tar and briny
sea spray in the background. A powerfully salty mouthfeel drifts
into sweet vibes of treacle toffee, vanilla popcorn, salted fruits
with soot and tar. Finishing with smoked paprika and a mellow
sweetness.
Fresh and herbal nose, hinting at cherry, clove and mint toffee,
followed by scents of green grass. Rye’s spice bursts forth on the
palate, bringing tastes of toffee, clove, cinnamon and nutmeg,
alongside buttery vanilla. Rich, sweet and lingering finish with
more toffee, Brazil nut and a suggestion of citrus.
Rich, rounded and sweet with dried fruits and a complex floral
fragrance. The taste is balanced between honey, malt and
flowery scents. Dates and figs emerge in the background with a
hint of wood smoke. The finish is long and enticing with the
sweetness of dried fruit and subtle dryness of Oloroso nuttiness.
Strong aromas of Aruba espresso fused with a treacly plum
pudding, rich with sherry and candied orange peel. On the
palate, a contrast of rich sweetness with an explosive crackle of
sizzling spices and bitter mocha. The finish is a fresh spring-like
breeze of mint with a bright citrus lemony-green quality.
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Booth Name

Sku

Booklet Description

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

ML
Size

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19981 JP Wiser's 15 YO

$49.98

$49.98

750

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

18888 JP Wiser's 35 YO

$199.99

$199.99

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

Origin

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Colour: Dark amber. Nose: Nicely balanced with aromas of
caramel, toffee and spices with a subtle hint of green apple in
the background. Body: Soft and smooth. Palate: Delicate notes
of sweet caramel and toffee followed by warming rye spice and
mature oak with a faint taste of dried fruit. Finish: Lingering
warmth.
Colour: Polished brass. Nose: Dried cloves and baked rye bread
with hints of smoke, ginger, and orange honey. Body: Bold and
complex. Palate: Seasoned mature oak, rye spices, and dried
fruits. Finish: Sweet vanilla yet drying.

Canada

Back by Popular
Canada
Demand

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19990 Lot No. 40 11 YO Cask Strength Copper Pot Still

$99.99

$99.99

750

NEW

Canada

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19980 Pike Creek 21 YO European Oak

$99.99

$99.99

750

NEW

Canada

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19982 Gooderham & Worts Eleven Souls

$99.99

$99.99

750

NEW

Canada

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

18712 Scapa Glansa

$79.98

$79.98

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

13204 Aberlour 12 YO Double Cask

$69.99

$69.99

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

13201 Aberlour 16 YO

$109.99

$109.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

5254

$99.99

$99.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Aberlour A'Bunadh

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

9760

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19977 The Glenlivet Captain's Reserve

Chivas Regal 25 YO

$349.95

$349.95

750

$69.99

$69.99

750
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Single Malt

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Fruity & Spicy

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

NEW

Scotland

Tasting Notes

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Colour: Deep amber. Nose: Deep mature oak, dried apples, ripe
cherries and raisins, complemented with fresh rye bread spices,
a touch of vanilla and toffee. Body: Full, complex, and bold.
Palate: Slight green apple, creamy vanilla, black pepper, spicy
rye, and cloves. Finish: Warm, black licorice drying.
Colour: Polished brass. Nose: Instant green apple, honey, subtle
rye spices, nutmeg, and dried fruits. Wood shavings. Body:
Light, smooth, and crisp. Palate: Toasted toffee, French vanilla,
caramel, and marzipan (almonds). Finish: Lingering vanilla yet
drying.
Colour: Medium gold. Nose: Vanilla, English toffee, orange
blossom honey, and toasted almonds. Body: Very complex
mosaic. Palate: Quick pear drops and green apple, sweet honey,
dried fruits, peppery and baking spice, with subtle smoke.
Finish: Spicy, mouth coating.
Nose: Fruity sweet with notes of soft peach, pineapple, vanilla
intermingled with subtle bonfire smoke. Taste: Peach and ripe
pear flavours and creamy caramel toffee and vanilla balanced
perfectly with soft smoke. Finish: Very long with a markedly
smoky finish.
Appearance: Amber gold with ruby highlights. Taste: Good
sherried body with fruity aromas. Nose: Very soft and rounded
with fruity notes (red apple). Finish: Warming, powerful with
some smoky notes and a gentle pepperiness.
Nose: Creamy with sweet raisin aromas and a spicy nuttiness.
Palate: A smooth blend of floral and spicy flavours, paired with a
sweet plum fruitiness and gentle oakiness. Finish: Gloriously
long, with a warm, honeyed spiciness.
Colour: Deep rich amber. Nose: Terrific aromas of allspice,
praline and spiced orange, in harmony with deep notes of
Oloroso Sherry. Palate: Orange, black cherries, dried fruit and
ginger, spiked with dark bitter chocolate and enriched with
lingering Sherry and oak. Superlatively full bodied and creamy.
Finish: Robust and long lasting, with bittersweet notes of exotic
spices, dark chocolate and oak.
Chivas Regal 25 YO epitomizes the Chivas family style, but with
its own superlative qualities. The whisky’s astonishingly rich
character yields an abundance of flavour and aroma. Elegantly
smooth and perfectly balanced, this is the consummate blend.
Nose: Enticing fruity aromas of sweet orange and peach,
followed by notes of marzipan and nuts. Palate: Hints of rich
milk chocolate orange and fondant creaminess. Finish: Smooth,
rounded and luxuriously long. Best enjoyed neat, on the rocks
or with a splash of water.
Nose: Bursting with sweet and fruity aromas. Rich in honey and
apricot jam, with notes of sweet cinnamon bread and a subtle
sensation of spicy liquorice. Taste: Succulent flavours of
poached pears and chocolate dipped raisins. Finish: Incredibly
smooth and luscious.
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Booth Name

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

Sku

Booklet Description

19978 The Glenlivet Nadurra First Fill

Final Retail
Price

$89.98

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$89.98

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

Origin

Scotland

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

17610 The Glenlivet Nadurra Oloroso

$89.98

$89.98

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

17812 The Glenlivet Nadurra Peated

$89.98

$89.98

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19979 The Glenlivet Single Cask Edition - Hogshead

$324.99

$324.99

750

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19984 The Glenlivet Single Cask Edition - Sherry Butt Cask

$324.99

$324.99

750

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

17800 Jameson Caskmates

$39.98

$39.98

750

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19987 Jameson Caskmates IPA Edition

$40.99

$40.99

750

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

17801 Jameson Crested

$44.99

$44.99

750

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

13222 Jameson Black Barrel

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

17961

Powers Signature Release Single Pot Still - REMOVED from
show. Short Shipped by supplier

NEW

NEW

Scotland

Scotland

Ireland

NEW

Ireland

Ireland

$53.99

$53.99

750

Ireland

$59.99

$59.99

750

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand
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Single Malt

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Rich & Rounded

Tasting Notes

Nose: An enticing mix of soft vanilla fudge notes and sweet ripe
pears engulf the senses. Palate: A tantalizingly tropical mix of
juicy pineapple and ripe banana cut with a zesty citrus flourish.
Finish: Medium and refreshing.
Colour: Bright gold. Nose: A medley of dried fruit aromas, raisins
and apricots, with gentle notes of cinnamon and liquorice.
Palate: Smooth and creamy, with the fruitiness of spicy orange
marmalade, and hints of rich dark chocolate. Finish: Long and
sweet, leading to a slightly dry, spicy finish.
Nose: A burst of soft red apples, citrus zest and aromatic smoke.
Palate: Rich tangy marmalade, creamy vanilla toffee and a
distinct toasted smokiness. Finish: Complex, lengthy and spicy,
with a layer of subtle smoke.
Nose: A perfect balance of luxurious and sweet peach syrup and
delicate floral aromas is enhanced by rich vanilla fudge and silky
white chocolate rounded off by lively lemon curd. Taste: An
initial burst of sweet orchard fruit and the vibrant zest of citrus
lemon peel is mellowed by rich, smooth honey and indulgent
creamy toffee, revealing a delicate sensation of ground
almonds. Finish: Incredibly fruity, smooth and sweet.
Nose: An indulgent medley of rich and fruity homemade plum
jam, sweet wild black cherries and plump raisins is perfectly
balanced with soft caramel and creamy toffee, enhanced by a
burst of sweet juicy mandarin. Taste: A delightful balance of ripe
cherries and luscious blackcurrant fruits, enhanced by notes of
creamy vanilla and soft fudge. Flavours of warm cinnamon and
spicy ginger stem add depth. Finish: Long and velvety smooth.
Nose: The initial aroma is of crisp orchard fruit character, green
apples, and pear. Then deepening from green tea to hazelnut
and milk chocolate. Taste: There is the initial sweet mouth
coating typical of Irish Pot Still Whiskey. Then the effect of the
beer cask finish becomes apparent with the subtle touch of hops
and cocoa beans. Some Marzipan and charred oak add to the
complexity. Finish: Long and sweet with milk chocolate and
butter scotch.
Nose: Floral, herbal hops, grapefruit citrus notes with subtle
orchard fruits complemented by wood shavings and a little
nuttiness. Taste: Hops and light citrus with sweet herbal notes
and delicate spicy notes. Finish: The lingering fresh fruit and
hops give way to grains of barley and a signature smooth finish.
Nose: Vivid sherry pot still aroma. Taste: Delicate sherry
undertones and toasted wood with fruit, spice and chocolate
notes. Finish: Warm lingering sherry.
Nose: Rich and full, developing into the succulent sweetness of
exotic fruits like nectarines, apricot and papaya. Taste: A burst
of flavours combine to produce a creamy, luscious taste
experience. The special fruity sweetness from the grain remains
consistent, while the waves of vanilla, toasted wood and spices
roll through from the pot still whiskey and flame charred
barrels. Finish: An incredibly long finish with fruit and wood
spices lingering in perfect proportion, delivering an extremely
rich and luxurious taste experience.
Nose: Crisp herbal notes with touches of nutmeg, fig and black
pepper corns. Sweet vanilla, followed by succulent berry fruits.
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Booth Name

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

Sku

Booklet Description

15611 Green Spot

19047 Green Spot Chateau Montelena

Final Retail
Price

$76.95

$89.98

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$76.95

$89.98

ML
Size

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

17958 Yellow Spot

$99.99

$99.99

750

Ireland

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

19976 Midleton Very Rare

$299.99

$299.99

750

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

17955 Redbreast Lustau

$91.98

$91.98

750

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

14361 Redbreast 12 YO

$79.95

$79.95

750

Ireland

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

17802 Redbreast 21 YO

$249.99

$249.99

750

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

Dialog

16768 The Pogues

$54.84

$54.84

750

Ireland

Dialog

19992 Label 5 Gold Heritage

$48.99

$48.99

750

NEW

Scotland

Dialog

19985 Glen Moray 12 YO

$57.54

$57.54

700

NEW

Scotland

Tasting Notes

Nose: Fresh aromatic oils and spices with orchard fruits and
barley on a background of toasted wood. Taste: Full spicy body.
A hint of cloves along with the fruity sweetness of green apples,
rounded off with toasted oak. Finish: Lingering flavours of spices
and barley.
Nose: Crisp oak combines with the soft sweetness of vanilla,
white chocolate and marshmallow, balanced with signature
Green Spot red apples and ripe pears, along with pomegranate,
cranberries and maraschino cherries, the contribution of the
wine cask. Taste: Sweet mouth coating takes on a dry note
thanks to the effect of the wine cask. Pot still spices subside
with zesty citrus leading to ripe orchard fruit and red berries. A
touch of marzipan and toasted oak add to the complexity.
Finish: Satisfyingly long with pot still spices in harmony with the
delicate dry wine contribution.

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

Corby Spirit and Wine Limited
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Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Ireland

700

750

Origin

Nose: Mown hay & cracked black pepper. Red bell peppers,
nutmeg, clove oil & green tea. Sweet honey & peaches from the
Malaga casks. Taste: Honey sweetness with pot still spices.
Flavours of fresh coffee, creamy milk chocolate and Crème
Brûlée. Notes of red apples & toasted oak. Finish: Sophisticated
and complex. Sweetness throughout, with a mix of red grapy &
dry barley upon exit.
Colour: Rich, deep amber. Nose: Fine scented, spicy bouquet
with floral and herbal touches. Taste: Unique. Almonds, dried
herbs, lush fruits, honey & floral nuances. Finish: Long, satisfying
finish with a touch of toasted oak wood.

Single Malt

Light & Floral

Nose: Rich infusion of dark fruits, prunes, dates and figs with
liquorice, marzipan, toasted oak and Redbreast spices. Taste:
Creamy pot still with Redbreast spices balanced with richness of
sherry finish and contribution of fresh Spanish oak. Finish:
Endless. Sweetness and pot-still spices endure while Oloroso
Sherry and Spanish oak have the last word.
Nose: A complex spicy and fruity aroma with toasted wood
notes evident. Taste: Full flavoured and complex; a harmonious
balance of spicy, creamy, fruity, sherry and toasted notes.
Finish: Satisfyingly long, the complex flavours linger on the
palate.
Nose: Remarkable aroma spanning fresh tropical fruits, nuts and
rich dried fruit. Taste: Soft vanilla, toasted oak, sherry nuttiness
with a dusting of pot still spices. Luscious fleshy fruit notes
complete the creamy mouth feel. Finish: Lingers, seemingly
forever, to oak and pot still spices and then, the final bow from
barley – where it all began.
This blend of 50% single malt Irish whiskey and 50% grain Irish
whiskey is mahogany oak in color. The liquid has an aroma of
malts and cracked nuts, with a sweet taste and a smooth,
intense flavour. It is distilled using ingredients indigenous to
Ireland, including locally grown grain and spring water from the
idyllic River Ilen.
Appearance: Burnished copper. Nose: Subtle spice, cinnamon
infused blackcurrants combined with creamy vanilla ice cream.
Palate: A superb combination of rich sweet oak and toasted
spiced laced with the slightest hint of peat smoke. Finish:
Satisfyingly long and smooth.
Nose: Rich, sweet, and floral with notes of vanilla toffee, berry
fruits and freshly-cut herbs. Taste: Toasted oak makes way to
summer fruits for a mellow sweetness. Finish: Sweet with a
subtle oak finish.
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Booth Name

Sku

Booklet Description

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

ML
Size

Dialog

19986 Glen Moray 15 YO

$89.99

$89.99

700

Forty Creek Distillery

14328 Forty Creek Copper Pot Reserve

$32.48

$32.48

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

Origin

Scotland

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

19952 Forty Creek Unity

$79.98

$79.98

750

Forty Creek Distillery

13287 Wild Turkey 81 Proof

$36.48

$36.48

750

United States

Bourbon

Forty Creek Distillery

18208 Wild Turkey 101

$42.99

$42.99

750

United States

Bourbon

Forty Creek Distillery

19938 Glen Grant 12 YO

$69.99

$69.99

750

NEW

Scotland

Hawkins Beverages

19922 Dalriada

$39.99

$39.99

700

NEW

Scotland

Hawkins Beverages

18749 Hyde No.6 President's Reserve 1938

$70.37

$70.37

700

Hawkins Beverages

7050

Robert Burns Blended

$29.99

$29.99

700

Scotland

Hawkins Beverages

4726

Robert Burns Single Malt

$49.97

$46.52

700

Scotland

Hawkins Beverages

7033

Hawkins Beverages

10778 The Arran Malt Port Cask Finish

Hawkins Beverages

10890 Machrie Moor

The Arran Malt 10 YO

$59.98

$3.00

NEW

Canada

Single Malt

Light & Floral

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

A blend of Canadian Whiskies further aged with the addition of
high mocha wood staves. 10 year old corn whisky highlighting
our trademark smooth Forty Creek taste and a small amount of
rare Portuguese-style Starboard wine, aged 15 years in
previously used Forty Creek whisky barrels was added to layer in
additional complexity.
The use of deeper, 'alligator' char adds extra flavour to this
smooth Bourbon. Pouring amber in colour you will notice
aromas of sweet vanilla, peach cobbler and honey; on the palate
it tastes of salted caramel, cinnamon, nutmeg and a lingering
tobacco from start to finish.
Sweet notes of vanilla, maple, and cinnamon are nicely
contrasted with oakiness, spice, and char. Spice, pepper, and
oak dominate over the palate's sweeter notes.
With a bright, golden colour and pleasant aromas of orchard
fruit, almond and citrus, this exceptional whisky delights the
palate with exquisite and delicate notes of apple pie crust and
caramel, and finishes with lingering fruit and subtle hints of
spice.
Nose opens with the malt, dusty barley and vanilla. Along with a
touch of sherried dried fruit, earth and spice. Taste is creamy
oak with subtle barley and sherried notes - the crisp grain comes
in quickly and brings some pleasant spice notes. Thyme, basil
and freshly cut grass.
Wonderfully smooth yet complex, creamy yet fruity with notes
of caramel, honey, apricot, and apple, with a silky rich texture.

Single Malt

Light & Floral

$56.53

700

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

$77.32

$77.32

700

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

$72.90

$72.90

700

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky
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Nose: Sherried oak and butter toffee. Taste: Full-bodied and
indulgently sweet. Imagine a spiced dark chocolate enjoyed with
a finely oaked wine – intense and satisfying. Finish: Long and
rich.

Bold aromas of toffee, nuts and spice. Full bodied with notes of
rich brown spice and dried stone fruit, and hints of marmalade.
Finishes with a long, sensual fade.

Canada

Forty Creek Distillery

$3.00

Rich & Rounded

Tasting Notes

This is a delightfully smooth blend which contains a proportion
of the renowned Arran Malt and compliments the Robert Burns
Malt perfectly. Taste: Spice, apple, citrus, and peat.
A very versatile dram, this whisky can be enjoyed alone, with
water or ice, or even in a long drink. Aroma: Sweet & creamy
with notes of honey, toffee-glazed pecans and fresh summer
fruits. Taste: Sweetness, apple, and citrus.
Aroma: The initial rush of rich vanilla sweetness gives way to a
touch of cinnamon which adds a spicy edge to the soft and
sweet texture. The classic Arran citrus notes have rounded with
age and reveal new depths of character against a background of
sweet oak. Taste: Sweetness, apple, and citrus.
The aroma is vanilla spice, ripe citrus, dried fruits and nuttiness.
With a splash of water more depth of mandarin citrus with
fudge and honeyed notes. The taste is spice, bitter orange,
chocolate and cherries.
The aroma is dried grass, peat smoke and hints of vanilla and
tropical fruit. The taste is citrus, smoke, peat and pineapple.
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Booth Name

Hawkins Beverages

Sku

Booklet Description

15454 Writers Tears Pure Pot Still

Final Retail
Price

$49.97

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

$2.00

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$47.67

ML
Size

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

Nose: A zesty spice, with hints of black pepper, cinnamon and
peaches. A slight hint of vanilla too, with a suggestive savour of
green apple. Palate: Pot Still Spice, malt, dark chocolate,
bourbon oak, and crème caramel. Finish: Everlasting finish with
oak and butterscotch. Lingers for what seems like an eternity!
A small batch blend of single grain and single malt Irish whiskey
this is finished in first fill bourbon casks for intense flavour.
Expect notes of butterscotch and tropical fruit on the nose; the
palate is rich with marzipan, vanilla and light spice wrapping up
with a smooth mellow finish.
KOVAL Distillery’s organic, single barrel bourbon has the
requisite mash bill of at least 51% corn, but instead of the usual
rye or wheat supplement, they have included Millet, an ancient
grain. Out of the bottle, this duet opens with notes of mango
chutney, while the millet renders a soft whisper of vanilla
throughout. Then harmonizing, the grains sing with the
sweetness of apricot custard. This pair finishes with peppery
caramel, a diminuendo into a wisp of clove-spiked tobacco
lingering on the tongue. Small Batch. Single Barrel. Unfiltered.
Heart cut. Organic.
Nose: Orange, spice, chocolate, honey, vanilla, with hints of
tobacco maple & cherry. Palate: Fruit, chocolate, hazelnut,
maple and cherry. Finish: Long and smooth, eventual apple and
ginger.

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

16765 The Irishman Founder's Reserve

$60.00

$60.00

700

Hawkins Beverages

19939 Flaming Pig Black Cask

$69.98

$69.98

700

Hawkins Beverages

18868 Koval Single Barrel

$99.99

$99.99

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

3926

$79.98

$79.98

750

Back by Popular
Canada
Demand

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

13208 Evan Williams

$28.98

$28.98

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

NEW

Ireland

Bourbon

Light with vanilla and mint on the nose. Notes of brown sugar
and caramel. Medium to long finish.

Bourbon

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

11936 Evan Williams Single Barrel Vintage

$59.99

$59.99

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Bourbon

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

11940 Elijah Craig 12 YO

$48.99

$48.99

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Bourbon

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

19950 Larceny

$49.98

$49.98

750

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

18864 Redemption

$49.98

$5.00

$44.23

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

13216 Glengoyne 10 YO

$79.98

$5.00

Kirkwood Diamond Canada

18717 Tamdhu 10 YO

$94.99

$5.00

United States

Bourbon

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Bourbon

$74.23

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

$89.24

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy
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NEW

Tasting Notes

Writerṣ Tears is a unique Old Irish Pot-Still Whiskey. It is a
vatting of Single Malt and Single Pot Still Whiskeys. Distilled
from 60% malt and 40% pot Still (No Grain). Writers Tears is
triple distilled, non-peated and matured and aged in American
Oak bourbon casks. A Gold Medal winner at the International
Spirits Challenge in London. Nose: Flashes of apple with hints of
vanilla and honey over a distinctively pot still base. Palate:
Gently spiced with a burst of ginger and butterscotch with
background notes of toasted oak. Finish: Long Elegant finish
with subtle notes of milk chocolate and almonds.

Ireland

700

Hawkins Beverages

Glen Breton Rare

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Each year our Master Distiller selects barrels that meet his
exacting standards. It’s a bourbon that is vintage dated,
meaning each bottle is marked with the vintage date it was put
into oak, along with the year it was bottled and the exact serial
number of the single barrel that the Bourbon was drawn from.
The original Small Batch Bourbon, crafted with care from extraaged, hand-selected barrels. Today, it’s still made in the
tradition of Elijah Craig, the man who gave Kentucky Bourbon its
signature flavor and aroma.
Color: Bright new copper. Aroma: Fresh bread and toffee, with a
note of butterscotch. Taste: Buttery caramel and honeyed
notes, with a rich mouthfeel. Finish: Long, gently sweet and
savory.
The high amount of corn gives this bourbon a classic sweet taste
with notes of vanilla and caramel from the wood, and the rye
adds some light spice flavour.
Fresh green apples, toffee and a hint of nuttiness. This is the
taste of distilling slower than anyone else in Scotland, of barley
we dry by air – never peat – and of hand-selected sherry casks
crafted from European and American oak.
The palate bursts with fruit and spice - gently revealing toffee
and the richness of sherry oak.
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Booth Name

Mark Anthony Brands

Sku

Booklet Description

19991 Bearface 7 YO Triple Oak

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

$39.98

Final
Retail
after
SAVE
$39.98

ML
Size

750

Mark Anthony Brands

18738 Glendalough Double Barrel

$44.99

$44.99

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19948 Canadian Club Apple

$28.98

$28.98

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19949 Canadian Club Barley Batch - Will not arrive in time for show

20147

Canadian Club 41 YO CC Chronicles Issue No. 1: Water of
Windsor

11938 Maker's 46

15488

Knob Creek Rye

19946 Knob Creek Cask Strength Rye - will not arrive in time for show

$49.98

$299.99

$66.13

$52.86

$118.71

$5.00

$44.23

$299.99

$66.13

$52.86

$118.71
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750

750

750

750

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

Origin

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Smooth entry for a surprisingly complex mid palate full of dry
fruits, cranberries and honey notes to finish with a spice kick.

Canada

Medium amber in the glass, with copper highlights. Maturation
in bourbon barrels contributes to a nose of caramel, vanilla,
spice and toasted oak. The palate finely balanced, with flavours
that build slowly - an initial impression of dryness evolves to
light sweetness with spicy notes and a warm peppery finish.
Color: Soft amber. Aroma: Fresh apple. Taste: Crisp green apple
with warm bakery notes and hints of caramel. Finish: A light
whisky finish.

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

NEW

NEW

NEW

Canada

Following the unprecedented release of Canadian Club® 40-yearoId last year comes a new series featuring our highest aged
whisky expressions - CC Chronicles will highlight the rich history
of Canadian Club. This 1st issue of CC Chronicles continues the
story of behind our whisky that was batched and barrelled 41
years ago in 1977 and pays tribute to the birthplace of Canadian
Club in Windsor, Canada. The city and its nearby river featured
so prominently in our history that CC is often referred to even
today as the ‘Water of Windsor’; a fitting beginning to this new
chapter from our storied past. Colour: pale honey. Aroma:
caramel and toasted oak harmonizes with spiciness and a slight
vanilla sweetness. Taste: notes of dark plum and vanilla
balanced with caramel, oak and a rye spiciness; complex but
smooth & satisfying. Finish: warm and lingering.

Canada

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

NEW

Continuing our tradition of innovation on Canadian Club, we
celebrate our 160th birthday in 2018 with a new limited edition
release that halos onto the master brand. We blended an aged
malted barley with Original Canadian Club 1858 to deliver a very
special and flavourful whisky that is predominantly barley with
notes of toasted grain, light molasses, dark plum and oak.

Canada

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

United States

Tasting Notes

Bourbon

Maker's Mark 46 is a complex bourbon with a taste that doesn't
need to be “acquired.” We age Maker's 46 a bit longer inside
barrels containing seared French oak staves. The staves create
bolder, more complex flavours while eliminating the bitterness
that usually comes with whiskies that are aged longer. A bit
stronger and bolder than the original Maker’s Mark, Maker’s 46
has a rich, creamy seared-oak flavor. Caramel and vanilla notes
linger on the front of the palate, but it is still soft enough to hold
on the tongue, even at 94 proof. Featuring a big mouth-watering
oaky finish, Maker’s 46 still manages to retain the essence of its
predecessor. One taste and you’ll be a true believer.
Knob Creek Rye is made with a blend of the finest quality rye to
create an extraordinarily smooth yet spicy finish. Golden to light
amber in colour the taste is full of bold rye spiciness with
undertones of vanilla oak enhanced by the aroma's expansive
notes of herbs and rye with nuances of oak leaving a warm and
smooth finish with spice throughout.
Sweet vanilla and honey are enveloped in warming spices with a
nice intensity. Black pepper and baking spices upfront give way
to sweeter flavours of brown sugar, honey, and vanilla. The
higher proof is manageable and sweet flavours do well to
counter the spicy pop providing balance. The intensity fades
quickly, leaving baking spices and charred oak against brown
sugar and honey. It lingers, ultimately ending on a good note.
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Booth Name

Sku

Booklet Description

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

9768

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19916 Basil Hayden's Dark Rye

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Baker's 7 YO

19917 Basil Hayden's Two by Two Rye

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

ML
Size

$85.79

$85.79

750

$64.08

$64.08

750

$64.08

$64.08

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

13270

Booker's

$107.58

$107.58

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19947 Jim Beam Vanilla

$30.09

$30.09

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

NEW

NEW

$35.26

$35.26

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

18943 Jim Beam Rye

$34.27

$34.27

750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

16707 Jim Beam Distiller's Masterpiece

$382.86

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

18716 Suntory Toki

$59.99

$8.00

$382.86

750

$50.79

750
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Bourbon

United States

17877 Jim Beam Bonded

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Japan

Tasting Notes

Embracing over six generations of distilling experience, Baker's
Bourbon utilizes a special strain of jug yeast that has been in the
family for over 60 years. This time tested yeast provides Baker's
with a silky smooth texture and consistent taste from batch to
batch. The mix of grains, yeast, and seven soothing years in new
oak combine to give this bourbon a deeply mellow, richly
flavourful, medium-bodied taste with a delicious aroma full of
fruit and vanilla. Baker's is best served in a snifter with a splash
of spring water.
Color: Deep, rich amber with ruby undertones. Aroma: Oaky
noted balanced with dark berries and molasses. Taste: Complex
blend of caramel, dried fruit, and oak with back notes of spice
and a rounded mouth feel. Finish: Lingering dried fruit with a
hint of sweetness and rye spice.
Basil Hayden’s® whiskeys are known for standing out in the
crowd. The distinctive flavour of Basil Hayden’s Bourbon was
originally inspired by the legend of a family recipe said to date
back to 1796 when Master Distiller Basil Hayden Sr. broke 'the
rules' and went off-the-beaten-path mixing the spiciness of rye
with the smoothness of corn to create a light-bodied, mixable,
and smooth yet a little spicy bourbon. It has a balanced blend
of sumptuous rye and brown sweets with an ample woody
accent with a pleasant, long lingering warmth for the finish.

United States

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Bourbon

United States

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

NEW

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Bourbon

Bourbon

Booker’s® Bourbon is a rare barrel-strength bourbon, bottled
uncut and unfiltered. We focus on the sweet spot. The center of
the rackhouse where the temperature and humidity stars align
to create the deepest and most intense flavors. Once it’s aged
to perfection, which always varies, the liquid is bottled uncut
and unfiltered. We don’t add, we don’t water down, and we
don’t apologize for it. For some people, it may be too much. But
for true bourbon fans, it’s probably the best ever.
Aroma: Sweet vanilla with a slight touch of Bourbon. Flavor:
Sweet vanilla with subtle oak undertones.
Jim Beam Bonded bourbon is created from the highest quality
ingredients and adheres to the Bottled in Bond Act of 1897. Our
bonded bourbon follows the letter of the law. It's bottled at 100
proof, aged at least four years in a federally bonded warehouse
and produced in a single distillery season at a single distillery.
Pre-Prohibition-style rye whiskey. Bartenders have been dying
to get their hands on it for years. Now it’s back and bolder than
ever. Founded in 1795, our rye whiskey is made from one of the
Beam family’s oldest recipes and is distilled with the same
exacting standards that have governed Jim Beam® for more
than 200 years.
This bourbon expression from Jim Beam is the most exclusive,
highest quality offering within the Beam family. It is extra-aged
in the optimal rack-house position, determined by Master
Distiller, Fred Noe, finished in PX sherry casks, adding a dynamic
to its taste that other bourbons can’t offer. Smooth, rich, fullbodied and mature.
An elegant blend made with a variety of whiskies from Suntory's
distilleries; it possesses impeccable balance and harmony; pale
golden colour with subtle flavours of citrus, green apple and
thyme; the palate is silky but warming and finishes with mildly
sweet and spicy notes of vanilla and ginger that linger
pleasantly.
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Booth Name

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Sku

Booklet Description

16846 Hibiki Japanese Harmony

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

$114.98

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$114.98

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

19919 Kilbeggan Single Grain

$54.97

$54.97

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

13281 Connemara Peated

$59.99

$59.99

750

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

750

Back by Popular
Ireland
Demand

16773 Tyrconnell Single Malt

$49.98

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19930 Tyrconnell 15 YO

$129.98

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

15427 Auchentoshan American Oak

$56.98

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

11925 Auchentoshan 12 YO

17868 Auchentoshan 21 YO

$64.98

$199.99

$49.98

$8.00

$129.98

750

$47.78

750

$64.98

$199.99

750

750

NEW

NEW

Nose: Coconut cream, vanilla, jellied fruit and summer berries.
Taste: Wafer-like biscuit sweetness, hazelnut and light spice
with nice oak tannins drying on the side of the mouth. Finish:
Crisp and fruity, glazed cherries drying with a lingering spice.
Inspired by Ireland’s ancient distilling traditions, Connemara’s
smooth sweet malt taste and complex peat flavours makes it a
truly unique Irish whiskey. Connemara allows you to unearth the
peated pleasures of Ireland.

Ireland

The nose is sweet and crisp with orchard fruits and a malty
character. Oaked dryness and an oily note. The palate is full and
sweet with barley malt and hot buttered granary toast with
honey. The finish is dry and grassy with a little spice.

Ireland

Scotland

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Single Malt

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Rich & Rounded

Fruity & Spicy

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

13198 Glen Garioch Founder's Reserve

$62.98

$62.98

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

11926 Glen Garioch 12 YO

$69.99

$69.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy
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Tasting Notes

Hibiki® Japanese Harmony™ is an unprecedented blend that
brings to life the harmony of Japanese nature and
craftsmanship. The result is a delicate harmonious expression
that is at once subtle and complex. More than 10 malt and grain
whiskies blend together to create a luminous harmony of flavors
and aromas.

Back by Popular
Japan
Demand

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Appearance: Pale gold. Nose: A very pleasant, light, lively nose,
with gentle aromas of malt, pineapple, banana, light caramel,
butterscotch pudding, and toasted nuts. Palate: Perched
between malty and vinous, with a mouth-coating, syrupy
texture. Fruity notes of red cherry, currant, bananas foster, and
white grape juice kick things off, then salted butterscotch,
thyme, and white pepper move in. The finish is long and
tropical, with more pineapple and stone fruit tapering off to a
slightly astringent, but not overly oaked, finish.
Triple distilled and matured solely in American bourbon casks.
The result: a Lowland single malt whisky with the sweet aromas
of vanilla and coconut - along with the signature smooth,
delicate, Auchentoshan taste.
Triple distilled and matured for over twelve years, this is a
Lowland single malt whisky with the tempting aromas of toasted
almonds, caramelized toffee and the signature smooth, delicate
Auchentoshan taste. It is a golden honey colour with a light to
medium body. The nose is filled with crème brulee, a burst of
citrus and the signature nuttiness and green leafiness of
Auchentoshan. The palate is smooth and sweet with hints of
tangerine and lime, while the finish is gingery and slightly drying
with a pleasant lingering nuttiness.
Triple distilled and aged perfectly for over twenty one years in
American bourbon and Spanish sherry casks. This creates a
refined Lowland single malt whisky, ripe with gooseberries,
sweet creamy vanilla, a hint of oak, warm honey, and the
signature smooth, delicate, Auchentoshan taste.
The quintessential Glen Garioch Founder's Reserve celebrates
the brothers who first established the distillery and the 200 plus
years of craftsmanship that goes into every bottle that bears the
Mason name. Glen Garioch Founder's Reserve is warm in
appearance; sweet vanilla and subtle spice combine with fruitier
green apple and grapefruits on the nose. On the palate butter
cream and vanilla pave the way to fruity green apple skin and
citrus cleanliness, leading to an elegant and subtle finish.
The perfect accompaniment to Parmigiano-Reggiano, our 12 YO
binds the dryness of the cheese, which in return provides a
platform for the malt’s sweet fruitiness and enhances its clean
barley notes.
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Booth Name

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Sku

Booklet Description

18278 Bowmore No.1

Final Retail
Price

$59.99

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

$8.00

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$50.79

ML
Size

11992

Bowmore 18 YO

$149.99

$149.99

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19915 Bowmore 25 YO

$499.98

$499.98

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

18276 Laphroaig Select

$69.99

$58.49

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

13279

Laphroaig Triple Wood

19935 Laphroaig Cairdeas 2018 Edition

17865

Laphroaig Lore

$99.99

$104.98

$199.99

$99.99

$104.98

$199.99
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750

750

750

Origin

Scotland

750

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

$10.00

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

NEW

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Scotland

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Scotland

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

NEW

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Scotland

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Single Malt

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Tasting Notes

On the eye: Warm gold. Breathe in: vanilla fudge, sea air and
peat smoke, balanced beautifully by honeycomb and cinnamon
spice. Sip: mouth-water citrus, gentle saltiness and vanilla with
flakes of coconut. Savour: The wispy smoke, bourbon vanilla and
lime finish.
Cosseted away in the finest, hand-selected oak casks and
allowed to mature at its own sedate pace, this is one of the
most remarkable, perfectly balanced malts of its kind. One of
our rarest most exceptional bottling’s, the stocks of Bowmore
18 YO may be limited but there's no end to its enjoyment.
On the eye: Mellow mahogany. Breathe In: Intense sherry and
stewed fruits, with a trace of Bowmore smokiness. Sip: Delicious
toffee and hazelnut, woven together with just a hint of sweet
peat smoke. Savour: The mellow, gentle and incredibly complex
finish.
Colour: A sparkling gold with layers of colour. Nose: Peat first,
then ripe red fruits with a hint of dryness. Body: Full bodied.
Palate: Sweet up front then classic dry, peaty, ashy flavours
followed by a rich finish. Finish: Long lingering and florally with
marzipan and limes at the end.
The initial flavour of the Laphroaig Triple Wood is quite sweet
with a gentle mixture of sweet raisins and creamy apricots with
just a trace of the dry peat smoke at the back, the smoother
nutty flavours combine all these into one smooth, syrupy whole.
With a touch of water the peat smoke comes to the fore and
masks the gentler fruitier notes. Even with the maturation being
carried out in 1st fill bourbons, quarter casks and sherry butts,
the intense bonfire ash smell of the earthy peat cannot be
masked. The palate is powerful yet with a creamy consistency.
With a trace of water the peat reek is gentled, allowing the
more complex flavours of citrus fruits and spices to come
through. A slight tang comes from the European Oak balancing
the creamier American White Oak. The finish is mouth filling
and extremely long but balanced by the sweet smooth caramel
taste.
With Cairdeas meaning friendship in Gaelic, we can't think of a
better way to toast our Friends around the world. This year's
release showcases a special double maturation, slowing
maturing in first fill bourbon casks and then Fino Sherry casks
that were laid to rest in Warehouse 8 and 10. Barrier filtered
and non-chill filtered, you'll find this whisky has notes of toasted
almonds, dried fruit and sea salt, all of which perfectly
complement Laphroaig's signature peaty flavour.
The colour is deep mahogany. The nose is rich and smoky with
seaside minerals with a hint of ash and bitter chocolate drops.
Vanilla follows with oily unroasted chestnuts and a hint of fudge
with a malty sweetness. A drop of water adds a creamy clotted
cream note with fruit appearing in the form of unripe citrus in a
flan glaze. The palate is richly peaty with a spicy chili bite. A
short dry finish and a long sweet aftertaste.
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Booth Name

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Sku

Booklet Description

19936 Laphroaig 28 YO

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

$1,799.98

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$1,799.98

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

Origin

Scotland

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19924 Glenrothes Whisky Maker's Cut

$99.99

$99.99

750

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19926 Glenrothes 12 YO

$74.98

$74.98

750

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19925 Glenrothes 18 YO

$199.99

$199.99

750

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19414 Highland Park Magnus

$49.98

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19929 Highland Park Valknut

$99.99

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19932 The Macallan Triple Cask 12 YO

$99.99

$6.00

$10.00

$43.08

750

$99.99

750

$88.49

750

NEW

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Scotland

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Scotland

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19931 The Macallan Triple Cask 15 YO

$199.99

$199.99

750

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

19934 The Macallan Classic Cut

$149.99

$149.99

750

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded
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Tasting Notes

Colour: Coppery gold. Nose: Rich and peaty with aroma of
grilled dates, Manuka honey, golden syrup and a hint of
liquorice, complemented by floral and herbal notes of Islay
heather, dry thyme and rosemary. Medicinal notes and smoked
scented wood combine with charcoal and light marinated
barbecued pork ribs. Palate: Sweet with baked pears, chestnut
honey and vanilla notes complemented by salted toffee, burnt
wood, marinated grilled meat, spices and ground black pepper.
A touch of tar, fresh leather and resinous wood, but also gorse
and roasted barley creek. Finish: Sweet and peppery with dried
spices, cedar and complex lingering peaty flavour. Maturation:
28 Years in artfully selected casks. Serve Suggestion: Neat, with
ice or a drop of water.
Matured exclusively in first fill sherry casks, the Whisky Maker’s
Cut is perfect for whisky lovers who have savored the Sherry
Cask Reserve. Aroma: Resinous, candied peel and fresh oak
notes. Taste: Rich, spicy, creamy vanilla and orange peel. Finish:
Long, fruity, orange peel notes with a hint of nutmeg.
12 Year Old is the epitome of The Glenrothes distillery. Style:
flavorful, fruity and beautifully balanced. Aroma: Light
fragrance, banana and vanilla. Taste: Banana, lemon and melon
with a hint of cinnamon. Finish: Long and sweet, galia melon
light spice.
18 Year Old is a complex and well-rounded expression, perfect
for after dinner or as a compliment to fine chocolate and
artisanal cheese. Aroma: Orange oil, vanilla pods, pear and
almonds. Taste: Sweet, ginger, rose water, pears and vanilla.
Finish: Sweet, spicy and slightly peppery.
A whisky crafted in the old way by a new generation of Vikings,
MAGNUS bears the soul of our Viking ancestors and the name of
just one – our founder, Magnus Eunson. Flavour of vanilla
sweetness; citrus peel with lingering aromatic smokiness.
VALKNUT follows Highland Park’s core quality criteria of Sherry
casks and Orcadian peat. Only this time, Master Whisky Maker
Gordon Motion has changed the balance slightly by emphasizing
more of the peat and using a small percentage of Orkney grown
Tartan barley which further adds to this whisky’s smokier,
spicier taste profile. Tasting Notes: Natural Cask- Driven Color
(no additives). Light gold. Flavours: Toasted vanilla pods,
cracked black pepper, oak shavings, cloves, aniseed, aromatic
smoke.
Colour: Rich straw. Nose: Complex, with hints of vanilla, melon
and lemon zest. Palate: Medium balanced with lemon citrus,
vanilla and light toasted oak and nutmeg. Finish: Lingering with
melon, papaya, fresh oak and oak spice.
Colour: Light amber. Nose: Exotic dried petals with coconut and
vanilla orange citrus. Palate: Soft and velvety with orange,
citrus, vanilla, nutmeg and cinnamon. Finish: Lingering with
chocolate orange and a hint of wood smoke.
Matured exclusively in hand-picked oak casks seasoned with
Sherry from Jerez, Spain, The Macallan Classic Cut has been
rafted by The Macallan Master Whisky Maker to reveal its
extraordinary character. Influenced by both American and
European oak Sherry casks, it reveals vibrant flavors of citrus,
sweet vanilla and spices such as nutmeg and ginger. With its
long and satisfying dry oak finish, The Macallan Classic Cut is a
truly indulgent single malt whisky.
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Booth Name

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Mer et Soleil Fine Wines & Spirits

Sku

Booklet Description

19933 The Macallan Edition No.4

17855 The Macallan Rare Cask

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

$179.98

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$179.98

$399.97

$399.97

ML
Size

750

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

NEW

Origin

Scotland

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

19907 Jack Daniel's Legacy Edition

$36.99

$36.99

750

NEW

United States

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

18860 Jack Daniel's Rye

$38.99

$38.99

750

NEW

United States

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

17758 Jack Daniel's

$149.95

$149.95

3000

United States

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

7047

$57.96

$57.96

750

United States

Woodford Reserve Distiller's Select

15

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Rich & Rounded

Tasting Notes

Colour: Burnished copper. Nose: Bold and rounded honey with a
sweet apple note. Orange zest follows a background of ginger
and nutmeg. Robust, polished matured oak comes at the end in
contrast to the subtle green wood and oral undertones. Palate:
Nutmeg with wood spices and green cloves open up
immediately, with a calm following the intense beginnings,
leaving a sweet and vanilla viscous mouth coating. Finish: Fruity
with oaky sweetness, long and lasting.
The colour is mahogany red with aromas of opulent vanilla and
raisin pique the giving way to a sweet ensemble of apple, lemon
and orange. All balanced by a spicy quartet of root ginger,
cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. The spicy quartet on the pallet is
unwavering. Oak resonates, timeless, polished and rich. Vanilla
and chocolate lead the finale along with a light citrus zest. The
finish is full and warming.
This collectible, legacy edition Jack Daniel’s bottle is reminiscent
of an early 1900s era label. In Mr. Jack’s day, his Old No. 7
whiskey sported a number of colorful looks before the distillery
settled on the now familiar black-and-white variety.
Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Rye combines the distinct flavor of rye
and the Jack Daniel Distillery’s time honored charcoal mellowing
process. With our Rye’s unique grain bill of 70% rye, 18% corn,
12% malted barley, the result is a bold, spicy rye whiskey that’s
sippin’ smooth.
Exhibits a higher degree of fruit, confectionary and developing
wood notes with pronounced spice. The finish of the whiskey
becomes a more important feature for this style.

Bourbon

Rich, rounded and smooth, with complex hints of mint, tobacco,
leather, and fruit. Toffee and spice notes abound.

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

19440 Signal Hill

$39.96

$39.96
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750

Canada

Welcome to one of Canada’s most beautiful and iconic
landmarks: SIGNAL HILL. Aside from its panoramic coastal
landscapes and natural beauty, SIGNAL HILL is an international
historic landmark. As the site of the first reported transatlantic
telecommunications signals and the first transatlantic flight, it
will forever stand as a symbol of the human spirit's desire for
connection. We raise a glass to SIGNAL HILL and its place in
history with this fine whisky. Using a special blend of corn and
barley, we age our whisky in both bourbon and new oak wood
barrels to create a deep, rich amber colour. The nose is a
delicate blend of honey, vanilla, dried fruit and a hint of spice.
The mouthfeel is rich, full-bodied and well-balanced, ending
with a long, warm lingering finish.
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Booth Name

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

Sku

Booklet Description

18742 Bain's Cape Mountain

Final Retail
Price

$49.96

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$49.96

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Tasting Notes

Back by Popular
South Africa
Demand
A hint of spice softened by the sweet undertones of oak. A
warm and extended mouth-feel with an exceptionally smooth
finish.

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

17853 Deanston 12 YO

$89.95

$89.95

700

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

13214 Bunnahabhain 12 YO

$89.93

$89.93

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

14305 Glenfiddich 14 YO

$69.99

$69.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

5313

Glenfiddich 18 YO

$179.98

$179.98

750

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

12388 Glenfiddich 21 YO

$379.99

$379.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Fresh and creamy with soft vanilla. Sweet and fruity with a
malty honeyed spiciness.

Light fruit and nuts leading to a spectacular malty sweetness.
Rich and sweet vanilla with a silky texture and elegant hints of
fruit. Deeper and richer with time and a subtle nutty character
emerges.

Richly delivers luxurious dried fruit, candy peel and dates.
Overlaid with elegant oak notes.

Initially soft, then brisk, vibrant and drying, peppery, a touch of
smoke, oak, lime, ginger and spices.

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

8054

Glenfiddich Solera Reserve 15 YO

$79.98

$79.98

Scotland

750

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded
Silky smooth, revealing layers of sherry oak, marzipan,
cinnamon and ginger. Full-bodied and bursting with flavour.

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

18711 Glenfiddich IPA Experiment

$89.98

$89.98

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Light & Floral
Vibrant with a zesty citrus note followed by creamy vanilla and a
hint of fresh hops.

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

18709 Glenfiddich Project XX

$99.99

$99.99

750

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

19989 Glenfiddich Winter Storm

$379.99

$379.99

750

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

5312

$82.94

$82.94

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

17833 The Balvenie Single Barrel 12 YO

$136.99

$136.99

The Balvenie DoubleWood 12 YO
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Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

NEW

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Scotland

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

750

Scotland

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Deep and mellow, the candyfloss sweetness is complemented
by unusual notes of toasted almonds and cinnamon and a hint
of crisp tannin.
Soft sweet notes reminiscent of candied fruit and Turkish
delight develop into flavours of mouth-watering lychee. The
fusion of sweet flavours is soon met with a rich drying sensation
from the Icewine.
Smooth and mellow with beautifully combined flavours - nutty
sweetness, cinnamon spiciness and a delicately proportioned
layer of sherry. Finish: Long and warming.
Honey notes are overlaid with sweet fruits and subtle spices. On
the palate, rich and complex with a deep vanilla oakiness, with a
lingering sweet finish.
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Booth Name

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

Sku

Booklet Description

13246 The Balvenie Caribbean Cask 14 YO

Final Retail
Price

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

$113.46

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$113.46

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

Scotland

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Tasting Notes

Fruity & Spicy
Rounded with vanilla and sweet oak notes, with a fruity
character that develops with time. Finish: Soft and lingering.

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

14307 The Balvenie DoubleWood 17 YO

$258.52

$258.52

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Peter Mielzynski Agencies

11961 The Balvenie PortWood 21 YO

$401.65

$401.65

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Southern Glazer's of Canada

11942 Aberfeldy 12 YO

$54.88

$54.88

750

Scotland

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Southern Glazer's of Canada

16718 Aberfeldy 16 YO

$99.99

$99.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Southern Glazer's of Canada

13203 Aberfeldy 21 YO

$299.99

$299.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Southern Glazer's of Canada

18885 Aultmore 12 YO

$69.99

$69.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Light & Floral

Southern Glazer's of Canada

15444 Craigellachie 13 YO

$69.99

$69.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Full-Bodied & Smoky

Southern Glazer's of Canada

16762 The Deveron 12 YO

$69.99

$69.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Southern Glazer's of Canada

16735 Royal Brackla 12 YO

$99.99

$99.99

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Southern Glazer's of Canada

18890 Rebel Yell

$38.99

$3.00

$35.54
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750

Back by Popular
United States
Demand

Bourbon

Sweet with dried fruits, sherbet spice, toasted almonds and
cinnamon, layered with a richness of creamy toffee notes and
traces of oak and deep vanilla.
To create the Balvenie PortWood aged 21 years, a marriage of
rare Balvenie is transferred to port casks or pipes, which have
held fine port wines. The nose is a perfume of fruity and ripe
raisin notes, backed by a nutty dryness. The palate is refined
with remarkable character; it is creamy and silky with fruit,
honey and spice notes leaving a long, gentle nutty finish.
Multi-gold award winner; this shows gorgeous amber colour
with golden hues; the nose is highly fragrant with aromas of
dried flowers, honey, spice and a hint of smokiness; the palate is
round with apple, butterscotch, tangerine, cocoa powder and
light peat; the finish lingers with notes of sweet vanilla and
Seville oranges.
In the glass, medium amber with burnished copper highlights;
forward aromas of butterscotch, vanilla and sweet oak;
irresistibly smooth with the toasty flavours of oak wellintegrated; citrus and a balanced sweetness on the finish.
A deep, concentrated antique amber colour shimmers in the
glass, with seductive notes of caramel, raisin, dried apricot,
potpourri and honey roasted pecans. On the palate it is smooth,
with heat that mellows and flavours of roasted chestnuts,
nutmeg, toffee and dried fruit lingering on a long and haunting
finish.
A well-kept secret of locals and Buckie fisherman for over a
century; a delicate nose of dewy moss and floral notes; the
palate offers a sweet liquid that glides through flavours of green
grass and fresh wild herbs that lead to an exceptionally smooth,
clean finish.
In the glass, a vibrant gold colour, with enticing and forward
butterscotch candy aromatics, supported by notes of white
grapefruit, hay and smoke. On the palate it is easy-drinking and
mellow, with light smoke flavours and honeyed sweetness. The
finish is clean and gentle, with lingering citrus pith and vanilla
spice.
Unique horizontal condensers on the wash stills of the Macduff
distillery are thought to be responsible for this drams light
consistency. Golden and light bodied with aromas of honey,
vanilla, baked pear and heather; the palate opens up with tart
green apple, cereal and mineral on the medium length finish.
Medium amber in the glass; aromas of toasted grain, ripe fruits,
toffee and ginger; warm and spicy on the palate, with notable
reserve and balance; bracingly dry on the finish.
Rebel Yell has a long rooted history in tradition and still uses its
original recipe. Pours deep golden, amber colour with vibrant
aromas of sweet spice, honey, and raisins. The flavours follow
through on the palate with added notes of plum, butter, and
spice, culminating in a long warming finish.
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Booth Name

Southern Glazer's of Canada

Sku

Booklet Description

15464 Tomatin Legacy

Final Retail
Price

$54.95

Air Miles
Offer

Special
Savings
(off Base
Retail)

$3.00

Final
Retail
after
SAVE

$51.50

ML
Size

750

NEW/Back by
Popular
Demand

Origin

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Spirit Class Single Malt Flavor Profile

Single Malt

Tasting Notes

Fruity & Spicy

Aromas of vanilla, marshmallow, pineapple and lemon. On the
palate gentle flavours of candy, pine, lemon sherbet, apples and
sponge cake emerge ahead of a light, clean finish.

Southern Glazer's of Canada

15465 Tomatin 12 YO

$59.99

$59.99

Scotland

750

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

A rich, fruity aroma is the prelude to sweet flavours of ripe
apples, pears and a subtle hint of nut before the long, pleasantly
oily finish.

Southern Glazer's of Canada

16748 Tomatin 14 YO

$114.94

$114.94

750

Back by Popular
Scotland
Demand

Single Malt

Fruity & Spicy

Rich but balanced aromas of red berries, sweet honey and rich
toffee develop into aspects of light fruits and nuts on the palate
and an abiding finish of smooth fruit salad.
Southern Glazer's of Canada

15510 Bruichladdich The Classic Laddie

$87.63

$87.63

750

Southern Glazer's of Canada

19923 Bruichladdich Port Charlotte 10

$99.99

$99.99

750

Southern Glazer's of Canada

19920 Bruichladdich Octomore 8.1

$204.98

$204.98

750
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Scotland

Single Malt

Light & Floral

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

NEW

Scotland

Single Malt

Rich & Rounded

Pale gold in colour; delicate aromas of floral, honey and dried
fruit notes; palate is medium with notes of caramel, floral,
apricots, banana and a light smokiness with a long finish.
Medium weight with a texture that is smooth, strong and
smokey. This is a spirit with fire in its soul and warmth in its
heart.
Refined, confident, a little extra age has tempered some of the
vitality but this dram has gained a classic, timeless feel.

